Cat Courtesy Listing Policies
Cat CL Requirements
- A potential CL cat must be current on vaccines (FVRCP if an indoor cat and also
Rabies if an outdoor cat), must be spayed/neutered prior to entering the CL program
and must test negative for FeLV/FIV. A copy of proof of alter, vaccines and negative
test results must be presented to the UAF Cat CL Coordinator.
- The cat guardian must complete and sign a “Courtesy Listing Guardian Questionnaire”
for each cat.
- Potential adopters who contact UAF are required to complete a Cat Matchmaking Form.
- If the cat is adopted through the UAF website listings or at a UAF adoption event, the
guardian and adopter are required to complete and sign the UAF “Courtesy Listing –
Adoption Application – Cat” and send this form to the Cat CL Coordinator along with the
applicable fee collected for the adoption.
- The CL cat owner IS permitted to adopt their cat out, privately, should they
independently locate an appropriate adopter outside of UAF’s efforts. Owner is to
inform the CL Coordinator if/when the cat is adopted privately.
Cat Adoption Event Requirements
- Permission must be granted by a UAF representative prior to bringing a cat to an
adoption event or to Kitty City in Petco.
- If a cat is brought to an adoption event or to Kitty City, it must be transported in and
remain in a safe carrier that contains a litter box and water.
- A cat with a contagious illness may not be brought to an adoption event or Kitty City.
- If the guardian is approached at an event by someone interested in adopting a cat, the
potential adopter should be asked to fill out a Cat Matchmaking Questionnaire and is to
be referred to the event manager or CL volunteer with any questions they may have
about the adoption process.
Website Posting Requirements
- A maximum number of three (3) CL listings may be posted at any one time by a single
guardian.
- After 6 months on the UAF website, if there is little or no interest or owner participation,
the cat(s) will be removed from the CL program.
Termination of CL Agreement
- Either party (UAF or the cat’s owner) may terminate the CL Agreement and remove the
cat from the CL program at any time.
- UAF reserves the right to choose not to adopt cats to those owners who list their cats as
a courtesy listing with our organization.
United Animal Friends reserves the right to make exceptions to the above policies on a
case-by-case basis.

